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Abstract 

In 2012, Singh and Verma proposed an ID-based proxy signature scheme with 

message recovery. In this paper, we show that their scheme is vulnerable to the forgery 

attack, and an adversary can forge a valid proxy signature for any message with knowing 

a previous valid proxy signature. In addition, there is a security flaw in their proof. 

Furthermore, we propose an improved scheme that remedies the weakness of their 

scheme, and the improved scheme can be proved existentially unforgeable-adaptively 

chosen message and ID attack assuming the computational Diffie-Hellman problem is 

hard. 
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1. Introduction 

The digital signature scheme with message recovery was first introduced by Nyberg 

and Ruppel [1] in 1993. In such a scheme, the original message of the signature is not 

required to be transmitted together with the signature since it can be recovered from the 

signature by the receiver. It is very suitable for small message to be signed or bandwidth 

to be one of the main concerns.  

In 1984, Shamir [2] proposed the concept of ID-based cryptography. In this paradigm 

of cryptography, a user’s identifier information such as his/her name, e-mail address or IP 

address can be used as a public key. Thus it simplifies the key management and removes 

the necessity of public key certificates. 

Proxy signature was first proposed by Mambo et al. [3] in 1996, which allows a 

designated person, called proxy signer, to sign on behalf of an original signer on the 

message m. The proxy signature scheme plays an important role in many practical 

applications and has been received great attention after it was proposed. Proxy signature 

schemes can be used in distributed shared object systems [4], grid computing [5], mobile 

agent applications [6] and global distribution networks [7], etc.  

In 2012, Singh and Verma [8] proposed an ID-based proxy signature scheme with 

message recovery, which combines the merits of ID-based signature scheme and signature 

scheme with message recovery, and they proved their scheme is existentially unforgeable 

under adaptively chosen message and ID attack. However, in this paper, we disprove their 

claim and show that their scheme is forgeable, and that anyone after getting a valid proxy 

signature can forge another proxy signature with any message under the same original 

signer and proxy signer. Meanwhile, we point out a security flaw in their proof. After 

that, we propose an improved scheme that remedies the weakness of Singh and Verma’s 

scheme, and give the security proof of our improved scheme. 

Proxy signature with message recovery can have many practical applications in real 

life. For example, a person wants to buy some goods or services on the Internet. There is a 

lot of work to do to find the suitable goods or services, so he/she will delegate a mobile 
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agent to help him/her do it. In order to achieve non-repudiation, the mobile agent must 

sign on such suitable goods or services. In this scenario, it can use our improved proxy 

signature with message recovery scheme to finish these tasks. Thanks to the message 

recovery feature, there is no need to transmit the messages, and thus the transmission 

bandwidth is saved.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey some related 

works. In Section 3, we give the preliminaries. In Section 4, we review the Singh and 

Verma’s scheme, and show their scheme is forgeable, and point out a security flaw in 

their proof. In Section 5, we present an improved scheme to resist our attack, In Section 6, 

we give the security proof and efficiency analysis of our improved scheme. Finally, the 

conclusion and future work are given in Section 7. 

 

2. Related Work 

To categorize delegation types, Mambo, et al. [3] defined three levels of delegations: 

(1) Full delegation. The original signer gives his secret key to the proxy signer. The proxy 

signer uses the key to sign documents. So, it has the main weakness that the proxy 

signature cannot be distinguishable from the original signer’s signature. (2) Partial 

delegation. The original signer generates a proxy signature key from its private key and 

gives it to the proxy signer. The proxy signer uses the proxy key to sign. However, the 

proxy signer can abuse his delegated rights because partial delegation does not restrict the 

proxy signer’s signing capability. (3) Delegation by warrant. The original signer signs the 

warrant which describes relative rights and information of the original signer and proxy 

signer. The final proxy signature includes two parts: one is the signed warrant, and 

another is the proxy signature produced by the proxy signer. So the verifier must verify 

two signatures, which increases the amount of calculation. Later, Kim et al. [9] proposed 

a new kind of proxy signature: partial delegation with warrant. This kind of proxy 

signature combines the benefits of both the partial delegation and the delegation by 

warrant. So this delegation has fast processing speed and is appropriate for the restricting 

documents to be signed. Since then, most work on proxy signature schemes has focused 

on this type of proxy signature.  

     To restrict the power of the proxy signer, in 1997, Kim et al. [9] and Zhang [10] 

proposed the threshold proxy signature. A (t,n) threshold proxy signature scheme is a 

variant of the proxy signature scheme in which the proxy signature key is shared by a 

group of n proxy signers in such a way that any t or more proxy signers can cooperatively 

employ the proxy signature key to sign messages on behalf of an original signer, but t - 1 

or fewer proxy signers cannot. In 2000, Hwang et al. [11] proposed the concept of multi-

proxy signature, in such a scheme, an original signer can delegate his signing capability to 

a proxy group and only the cooperation of all members of the group can generate a proxy 

signature on behalf of the original signer. In the same year, Yi et al. [12] proposed the 

concept of proxy multi-signature, in such a scheme, a group of original signers can 

delegate their signing capability to a proxy signer. In 2001, Hwang et al. [13] proposed 

the concept of multi-proxy multi-signature, in such a scheme, a group of original signers 

can delegate their signing capabilities to a group of proxy signers. In 2003, Li et al. [14] 

proposed the concept of threshold proxy threshold signature, in which 11 nofoutt   

original signers can cooperatively delegate the signing capabilities to a group of proxy 

signers, and 22 nofoutt   proxy signers can cooperatively produce the proxy signature 

on behalf of the original group.    

In addition, proxy signature can combine other special signatures to obtain some new 

types of proxy signature, such as designated verifier proxy signature [15], proxy blind 

signature [16], forward security proxy signature [17], ID-based proxy signature [18] and 

certificateless proxy signature [19] et al.  
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The first work on proxy signature in the provable security direction was done by 

Boldyreva et al. [20] in 2003. They formalized the notion of security for proxy signature 

schemes in order to prove the security of proxy signature schemes under some well-

established hard problems. Later, Herranz and Saez [21] extended Boldyreva et al.’s 

security model to analyze fully distributed proxy signatures. Malkin et al. [22] gave a 

security model for hierarchical proxy signatures. Schuldt et al. [23] further strengthened 

the proxy signatures security model by considering exposure arbitrary proxy signing keys. 

In addition, many other provably secure proxy signature schemes [24-26] have been 

proposed since then. 

 

3. Preliminaries 
 

3.1. Bilinear Pairing 

Let 1G  be a cyclic additive group, whose order is a prime q , and 2G  be a cyclic 

multiplicative group of the same order. Let  211:ˆ GGGe   be a mapping with the 

following properties: 

(1). Bilinearity: abQPebQaPe ),(ˆ),(ˆ   for all 1, GQP  , qZba , . 

(2). Non-degeneracy: There exists 1, GQP   such that 21),(ˆ GQPe  . 

(3). Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to compute ),(ˆ QPe , for all 1, GQP  . 

 

3.2. Computational Diffie-hellmen Problem (CDHP) 

The CDH problem is, given 1,, GbPaPP   for unknown *, qZba  , to compute abP . 

The advantage of any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm G  in solving 

CDH problem in 1G  is defined to be: ],:),,(Pr[ *
q

CDH
G ZbaabPbPaPPGADV  . 

CDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm G , CDH
GADV  is negligible. 

 

3.3. Syntax of ID-based Proxy Signature Scheme with Message Recovery 

An ID-based proxy signature scheme with message recovery consists of the 

following eight polynomial time algorithms [8]: Setup, Extract, DelGen, DelVerify, 

PKgen, PSign, SignVerify/Message Recovery, ID. 

(1) Setup: This algorithm takes as input a security parameter   and outputs the key 

generation center KGC’s master key, global public key and system paramete rs 

params. 

(2) Extract: An algorithm, which takes as input an identity *}1,0{AID  of a user A 

and master key of KGC and then outputs the public key and private key pair  

),( AA dq . 

(3) DelGen: In this algorithm, the original signer A computes the delegation 

BAW  from his secret key Ad  and warrant wm  and sends to the proxy signer in a 

secure way. 

(4) DelVerify: The delegation verification algorithm, takes as input *}1,0{AID , 

BAW  and verifies whether BAW   is a valid delegation coming from A. 

(5) PKGen: The proxy key generation algorithm, takes as input BAW   and some 

secret information (for example the secret key of executer) and outputs a signing 

key Pd  for proxy signer. 

(6) PSign: In this probabilistic algorithm, the proxy signer computes the proxy 

signature   on a message lm }1,0{  using the proxy signing key. 

(7) SignVerify/Message Recovery: In this deterministic algorithm, the verifier 

receives the signature and takes the identity of original signer and the identity of 
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the proxy signer as input and then recovers the message and displays acceptance 

or rejection. 

(8) ID: The proxy identification algorithm takes as input a valid proxy signature and 

outputs the identity of proxy signer. 

 

3.4. Security Model of ID-based Proxy Signature Scheme with Message Recovery 

We consider the security model described in Singh and Verma [8], in which an 

adversary A which is assumed to be a probabilistic Turing machine, takes as input 

the global scheme parameters and a random tape and performs an experiment, as 

described below. 

Definition 1. For an ID-based proxy signature scheme with message recovery 

(IDPSWM), we define an experiment )(IDPSWM
AExp of adversary A and security 

parameter  as follows: 

(1) A challenger C runs setup and gives the system parameters Params to A. 

(2) Set listC , listD , listG , listS . 

(3) Adversary A can make the following requests or queries adaptively:  

 Extract(.): This oracle takes as input a user’s iID , and returns the corresponding 

private key id . If A gets )( ii IDExtractd  , let )},{( iilistlist dIDCC  . 

 Delegate(.): This oracle takes as input the designator’s identity ID and a warrant 

wm  and output a delegation W. If A gets ),( wmIDDelegateW  , let 

)},,{( WmIDDD wlistlist  . 

 PKGen(.): This oracle takes as input the proxy signer’s identity  ID and a 

delegation W and outputs a proxy signing key Pd . If A gets ),( WIDPKgendP  , let 

)},,{( Plistlist dWIDGG  . 

 PSign(.): This oracle takes as input the delegation W and message lm }1,0{ , and 

outputs a proxy signature created by proxy signer. If A gets ),(),( mWPSignm  , 

let )},,{( mWSS listlist  . 

(4) A outputs ),,( WmID w  or ),,( mW . 

(5) If A’s output satisfies one of the following terms, A’s attack is  successful. 

 The output is ),,( WmID w , and satisfies: 1),( IDWDelVerify , listCID ,.)( , listGID ,.,.)(  

and listw DmID ,.),( . Then )(IDPSWM
AExp  returns 1 otherwise returns 0. 

 The output is ),,( mW , and satisfies 1)),,((covRe/ iIDmeryMessageSignVerify  , 

l istSmW ,.),( , l istj CID ,.)( , listj GWID ,.),( ,where iID  and jID  are the identities of the 

designator and the proxy signer defined by W, respectively. Then 

)(IDPSWM
AExp returns 2 otherwise returns 0. 

Definition 2.  An ID-based proxy signature scheme with message recovery 

IDPSWM is said to be existentially delegation and signature unforgeable under 

adaptively chosen message and ID attack (DS-EUF-ACMIA), if for any polynomial 

time adversary A, any polynomial p(.) and big enough  , 
)(

1]1Pr[
p

ExpIDPSWM
A   and 

)(
1]2Pr[

p
ExpIDPSWM

A  . 

 

4. Review of Singh and Verma’s Scheme 

 
4.1. Notations 

ba || : a concatenation of two strings a and b.  

 :    X-OR computation in the binary system. 
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10][x : the decimal representation of *}1,0{x . 

2][y : the binary representation of Zy . 

|| l : the first l  bits of   from the left side. 

l||  : the first l  bits of   from the right side. 

 

4.2. Singh and Verma’s Scheme 

 

(1). Setup 

It takes as input a security parameter  , and returns a master key s and system 

parameters ),,,,,,,,,,,,( 212121021 llqPPeFFHHHGGParams pub , where 1G  is an additive cyclic 

group of order q, 2G is a multiplicative cyclic group of same order q. 

,}1,0{: *
1

*
0 GH  ,}1,0{: 2

*
1 qZGH   ,: *

22 qZGH  12 }1,0{}1,0{:1
ll

F  and 21 }1,0{}1,0{:2
ll

F  are 

hash functions. 211: GGGe   is a bilinear pairing. 21, ll  are positive integers such that 

||21 qll  . 1GP . sPPpub   is the global public key of PKG and q is a prime. 

 

(2). Extract 

It takes as input identity *}1,0{UID of user U, and computes )(0 UU IDsHd   as secret key 

and )(0 UU IDHq   as corresponding public key. 

 

(3). Delegate 

It takes as input the secret key Ad  of original signer and a warrant wm . Then the 

original signer selects *
qRA Zk  , computes Ak

A PPer ),( , ),(1 AwA rmHh  and PkdhS AAA  , 

and outputs the delegation ),,( SrmW AwBA  . 

 

(4). DelVerify 

Once B receives ),,( SrmW AwBA  , he computes ),(1 AwA rmHh  , )(0 AA IDHq  and 

accepts the delegation if and only if A
h

pubA rPqePSe A),(),(  . 

 

(5). PKGen 

If B accepts the delegation ),,( SrmW AwBA  , he computes the proxy signing key 

Sdhd BAP  , where ),(1 AwA rmHh  . 

 

(6). PSign 

Proxy signer B chooses *
qRB Zk   and message 2}1,0{

l
m  and computes the proxy 

signature ),,,( UmVr wBA , where  

Bk
B PPer ),( , BArrv  , )))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  , 10][  ,  )(2 vHVB , PB dPkU   

 

(7). SignVerify/Message Recovery 

For a proxy signature ),,,( UmVr wBA , a recipient first checks if the proxy signer 

conforms to warrant wm . Then he computes the following: ),(1 AwA rmHh  , 

)),(),((2
Ah

PubBAB PqqePUeHV


 , 2][  , and recovers 
21

|||)|(2
'

llFm   . Then he 

accepts the signature and message 'm  as valid if and only if  )(|| '
11

mFl  . 
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(8). ID 

The proxy signer’s identity BID  can be revealed by wm . 

 

4.3. A Forgery Attack on Singh and Verma’s Scheme 

In this section, we show that the Singh and Verma’s scheme is vulnerable to the 

forgery attack. An adversary can forge a valid proxy signature for any message with 

knowing a previous valid proxy signature. Assume that ),,,( UmVr wBA  is a valid proxy 

signature for message m, the adversary can forge a valid proxy signature ),,,( UmVr wBA  

for any message m  as follows: 

(1) )))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  , 10][  , )))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  , 10][  , 

(2)   BB VV  

The following equations show that the proxy signature ),,,( UmVr wBA is valid for 

message m . 

      Because ),,,( UmVr wBA  is a valid proxy signature,  

so )()),(),(( 22 vHVPqqePUeHV B
h

PubBAB
A 

 , 

            so )())(( 22 vHVvHVVVVV BBBBBB   ,  

so )))(((||)(][ 1212 mmFFmF   . 

so )(|| 11
mFl  ,

2
||))(( 12 lmmFF  , 

so mmmFFmFFFm ll  ))(())((|||)|( 12122

'

21
 , 

So, Singh and Verma’s ID-based proxy signature scheme is not secure mainly due to 

the reason that the part of  U  is independent of message m. Once the attacker gets a valid 

proxy signature ),,,( UmVr wBA , he can choose another message m , computes BV , and 

combines with Umr wA ,,  to produce another valid proxy signature.  

 

4.4. The Security Flaw in the Proof of Singh and Verma’s Scheme 

In the proof of Singh and Verma’s ID-based proxy signature scheme, they referenced 

the proof of Gu and Zhu [27], and they defined a generic digital signature scheme with 

message recovery, called IDWM. They stated if an attacker A could forge a valid ID-

based proxy signature with message recovery of their scheme, the challenger B could 

forge a valid signature of IDWM. Because IDWM scheme was a generic digital signature, 

based on the forking lemma [28], B could produce two valid signatures, which makes B 

compute aQ  on input of any given *
1,, GQaPP  . Thus, their scheme was proved. Here, we 

must point out that forking lemma requires a generic digital signature scheme. Namely, 

by given the input message m , it produces triples ),,( 21  h , where 1  randomly takes its 

values in a large set, h  is the hash value of ),( 1m  and 2  only depends on 1 , the 

message ,,hm  and the private key of the signer. But in the Singh and Verma’s scheme, the 

2 (the U) only depends on 1 (the Bk ) and the private key of the proxy signer, not the 

h (the BV ) and the message m , so their IDWM scheme is not a generic digital signature 

scheme, and the forking lemma is not suitable for it, meaning that their proof is wrong. 

 

5. An Improved Scheme 
 

5.1. The Scheme 

Singh and Verma’s scheme referenced the scheme of Zhang et al. [29]. In the original 

paper of Zhang et al.’s scheme, the U part is dependent of message m , so Zhang et al.’s 
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scheme is secure, and Singh et al.’s scheme is not secure. To resist our attack, we improve 

the scheme as follows. 

(1)-(5),(8) are the same as Singh and Verma’s scheme. 

 

(6). PSign 

    Proxy signer B chooses *
qRB Zk   and message 2}1,0{

l
m  and computes the proxy 

signature ),,,( UmVr wBA , where Bk
B PPer ),( , )))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  , 10][  , 

 )(2 BB rHV , PBB dVPkU   

 

(7). SignVerify/Message Recovery 

    For a proxy signature ),,,( UmVr wBA , a recipient first checks if the proxy signer 

conforms to the warrant wm . Then he computes the following: ),(1 AwA rmHh  , 

)),(),((2
BAB V

A
hV

PubBAB rPqqePUeHV


 , 2][  , and recovers 
21

|||)|(2
'

llFm   . Then 

he accepts the signature and message 'm  as valid if and only if  )(|| '
11

mFl   

Correctness: 
BABBAB V

A
hV

PubBAAAABABB
V

A
hV

PubBA rPqqePPkdhdhVPkerPqqePUe


 ),()),((),(),(  

BABBBB V
A

hV
PubBA

V
A

V
AABA

k
rPqqePPkePdhdhePPe


 ),(),(),(),(  

BABBABB V
A

hV
PubBA

V
A

hV
PubBA

k
rPqqerPqqePPe


 ),(),(),(  

B
k

rPPe B  ),( , 

so, we obtain: )()),(),(( 22 BB
V

A
hV

PubBAB rHVrPqqePUeHV BAB 
 , 

so )))(((||)(][ 1212 mmFFmF   . Now )(|| 11
mFl  ,

2
||))(( 12 lmmFF  ,  

so mmmFFmFFFm ll  ))(())((|||)|( 12122
'

21
 , and )(|| '

11
mFl  . 

 

6. Security and Efficiency Analysis of the Improved Scheme 
 

6.1. Security Analysis 

 

Theorem 1. Let us denote our scheme by IDPSWM in the random oracle model, and let 

A be a polynomial time adversary, who manages an experiment )(IDPSWM
AExp  within a 

time bound T , and gets return 1 by non-negligible probability  . Then there is an 

adversary B, who can succeed in existential forgery of Hess’s scheme [30] with 

probability at least  . (Hess’s identity-based signature scheme is proved to be 

existentially unforgeable under adaptively chosen message and ID attack in [30]) 

 

Proof of the Theorem. From A, we can construct an adversary B of Hess’s scheme, who 

can succeed in existential forgery with probability at least  . 

(1) A challenger C runs )1( Setup  and gives the system parameters Params to B. 

(2) listC , listD , listG , listS . 

(3)B gives A Params and lets A manage )(IDPSWM
AExp . During the execution, B emulates 

A’s oracles as follows:  

 (.)0H : For input ID , B checks if )(0 IDH  defined, if not he defines *
0 ,)( qZxxPIDH   

and  returns )(0 IDH  to A 

 (.)1H : If A makes a query ),( rm  to random oracle (.)1H , B checks if ),(1 rmH  is 

defined. If not, it picks a random *
1 qZc   and sets 11 ),( crmH  . Then returns ),(1 rmH  to 

A. 
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 (.)2H : If A makes a query r  to random oracle (.)2H , B checks if )(2 rH  is defined. If 

not, it picks a random *
2 qZc   and sets 22 )( crH  . Then returns )(2 rH  to A. 

 (.)Extract : For input ID , B lets PubID xPd   be the reply to A and sets 

)},{( IDlistlist dIDCC   

 (.)Delegate : For input ID , and warrant wm , B uses PubID xPd   as his private key to sign 

wm , with Hess’s signature scheme [30] and gets )( 0,0 Sr . Let ),( 0,0 SrmW w  be the reply 

and sets )},,{( WmIDDD wlistlist  . 

 (.)PKGen : For input proxy signer’s jID and delegation ),,( 00 SrmW w , B computes 

001 ),( SPxrmHd PubjwP   as the reply to A and sets )},,{( Pjlistlist dIDWGG  . 

 (.)PSign : Let the input be ),,( 00 SrmW w  and message m , designator’s identity be iID  

and proxy signer’s identity be jID . B computes the proxy signature )( ,, PPP UVr  on m  

with secret signing key 001 ),( SPxrmHd PubjwP   and returns ),,,( 0 PwP UmVr  as the 

reply to A. Let )},,{( mWSS listlist   

(4)Let '
listS  and listE  be the query/answer lists coming from B’s (.)Sign oracle 

and (.)Extract oracle respectively during the attack. If A’s output is ),,( WmID w  and 

)(IDPSWM
AExp  returns 1. Let ),( 0,0 SrmW w , B can output ),,,( 00 SrmID w  satisfying 

1)),,,(( 00 IDSrmVerify w  and '
00 ),,,( listw SSrmID  , listEID ,.)( . 

    So we can see, if A manages )(IDPSWM
AExp and gets 1 return by an non-negligible 

probability  , B will succeed in his attack against Hess’s scheme with probability no less 

than  .  

 

Theorem 2. Let us denote our scheme by IDPSWM in the random oracle model, and let 

A be a polynomial time adversary, who manages an experiment )(IDPSWM
AExp  within a 

time bound T , and gets return 2 by non-negligible probability  . We denote respectively 

by 
210

,, hhh nnn , and sn  the number of queries that A can ask to the random oracle 

(.)(.),(.), 210 HHH  and the proxy signing oracle (.)PSign . Assume that 

qnnnnn hhhss ))()(1(10
102

 , then there is an adversary B, who can solve CDHP within 

expected time less than Tnnnn hhhs 210
120686 . 

 

To prove the theorem, we can do the same as Gu and Zhu [27], and Singh and Verma 

[8]. That is, we can define a generic digital signature scheme with message recovery, 

called IDWM-NEW as follows:  

 KeyGen. Given a security parameter N , generates the key pair as follows: 

1. ))1((),( Setupparams  , 

where ),,,,,,,,,,,,( 212121021 llqPPeFFHHHGGparams pub , sPPpub  .Picks randomly 

Q , *
1GqA  , and set AA sqd  , sQd  . 

2. Picks a random *}1,0{wm  and use Hess’s [30] signature scheme to compute 

the signature ( AAw Urm ,, ) on wm  with secret key Ad . 

3. Computes ),(1 AwA rmHh   and AAP Udhd  . 

4. The public key is ),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,( 2121021 AAwApub rhmqQPPqeFFHHHGG  and private 

key is Pd . 

 Sign. To sign a message || 2}1,0{
l

m , chooses *
1 qR Zk  , and computes 1),(

k
p PPer  , 

)))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  , 10][  ,  )(2 pB rHV , PBdVPkU  1 . Let ),,,( UmVr wBA  be 

the signature of message m.  
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 Verify. For a signature with message recovery ),,,( UmVr wBA , the recipient computes 

)),(),((2
BAB V

A
hV

PubAB rPQqePUeHV


 , where ),(1 AwA rmHh  and 2][  and verify the 

signature by checking )|||)|((||
211 21 lll FF    and accepts 

21
|||)|(2 llF    as valid 

message if the equation holds. 

   This time, we use PBdVPkU  1  instead of PdPkU  1 , so in the triples ),,( 21  h , 2 (the 

U part) depends on 1 (the 1k ), the message m, h(the BV ), and the private key of the signer, 

and so the IDWM-NEW is a generic digital signature scheme and forking lemma is 

suitable for it. We can use the same method to prove our improved scheme as Gu and Zhu 

[27], and Singh and Verma [8]. 

 

Proof of the Theorem. Without loss of generality, we may assume that for any ID , A 

queries (.)0H with ID before ID is used as (part of) an input of any query to Extract(.), 

Delegate(.), PKGen(.) and PSign(.) using a simple wrapper of A.  

From the adversary A, we can construct a probabilistic algorithm B such that B 

computes aQ  on input *
1,, GQaPP   as follows: 

(1) A challenger C runs )1( Setup  to generate 

),,,,,,,,,,,,( 212121021 llqPPeFFHHHGGparams pub  and gives Params to B. 

(2) B sets aPPPub   and 1i . 

(3) listC , listD , listG , listS . 

(4) B picks randomly t, 
0

1 hnt  and 
0

,...,2,1, hqi niZx  . 

(5) B gives A Params and lets A manage )(IDPSWM
AExp . During the execution, B 

emulates A’s oracle as follows: 

 (.)0H : For input ID , B checks if )(0 IDH  defined, if not he defines 










tiPx

tiQ
IDH

i ,

,
)(0  and sets 1,  iiIDIDi . B returns )(0 IDH  to A. 

 (.)1H : If A makes a query ),( rm  to random oracle (.)1H , B checks if ),(1 rmH  is 

defined. If not, it picks a random *
1 qZc   and sets 11 ),( crmH  . Then returns 

),(1 rmH  to A. 

 (.)2H : If A makes a query r  to random oracle (.)2H , B checks if )(2 rH  is defined. 

If not, it picks a random *
2 qZc   and sets 22 )( crH  . Then returns )(2 rH  to A. 

 (.)Extract : For input iID , if ti  , then B abort, otherwise, B lets Pubii Pxd   be the 

reply to A and sets )},{( iilistlist dIDCC   

 (.)Delegate : For input iID , and warrant wm , if ti  , B uses Pubii Pxd   as his private 

key to sign wm , with Hess’s signature scheme [30] and gets )( 0,0 Sr . Otherwise, B 

simulates iID ’s proxy designation as follows: 

 Picks randomly 10 GS  , qZh 0  

 Computes 0),(),( 00
h

PubPQePSer


  

 If A has made the query ),( 0rmw  to (.)1H , then B aborts (a collision 

appears). Otherwise B sets 001 ),( hrmH w  . Let ),( 0,0 SrmW w be the reply 

and sets )},,{( WmIDDD wilistlist  . 

 (.)PKGen : For input proxy signer’s jID and delegation ),,( 00 SrmW w , if tj  , 

then B aborts. Otherwise, B computes 001 ),( SPxrmHd PubjwP  as the reply to A 

and sets )},,{( Pjlistlist dIDWGG  . 
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 (.)PSign : Let the input be ),,( 00 SrmW w  and message m , designator’s identity be 

iID  and proxy signer’s identity be jID . If tj   B computes the proxy signature 

)( ,, PPP UVr on m with secret signing key 001 ),( SPxrmHd PubjwP  and returns 

),,,( 0 PwP UmVr as the reply to A. Otherwise B simulates jID ’s proxy signature 

on behalf of iID  as follows: 

 Picks randomly 1
' GU  , ZV  such that qV   

 Checks whether ),( 01 rmH w is defined. If not, request oracle (.)1H  with ),( 0rmw . 

Let ),( 01 rmHh w . 

 Computes Vh
PubiP rPQPxePUer  )),()(,( 0

' and 'UUP  . 

 If A has made the query Pr  to (.)2H , he aborts (a collision appears). Otherwise 

he sets VrH P )(2 , 102 ][)(  PP rHV ,where )))(((||)( 121 mmFFmF  . 

 Let ),,,( 0 PwP VmUr  be the reply of (.)PSign . Let )},,{( mWSS listlist  . 

(6) If A’s output )),,,(,),,,((),,( 000 PwPw VmUrmSrmmW  with designator’s 

identity iID and proxy signer’s identity jID , satisfying: 1)),,(( iIDmPVerify  , 

listSmW ,.),( , listj CID ,.)( , listj GWID ,.),(  and tj  . B can get a forgery 

),,,( 0 PwP VmUr  of IDWM-NEW corresponding to private key 0ShaQdP  , 

where ),( 01 rmHh w . 

(7) If B has got two IDWM-NEW signatures corresponding to private key 

0ShaQdP  : ),,,( VUrm PP  and ),,,( '' VUrm PP , B can computes and outputs aQ  as 

follows: 

 1'' ))((  VVUUdP  

 )( 0
1 SdhaQ P    

Otherwise, B sets 1,),( 01  ihrmH w  and go to step 5. During B’s execution, if A 

manages an )(IDPSWM
AExp  and gets return 2, collision appears with negligible probability, 

as mentioned in [28]. So, B’s simulations are indistinguishable from A’s oracles. Because 

t is chosen randomly, B can output a forgery of IDWM-NEW scheme corresponding to 

private key 0ShaQdP   within expected time T with probability 
1h

n . IDWM-NEW 

scheme is a generic digital signature scheme based on Forking Lemma [28], B can 

produce two valid signatures ),,,( VUrm PP and ),,,( '' VUrm PP , such that 'VV  within expected 

time less than Tnnnn hhhs 210
120686 . So, B can output aQ . Thus the theorem is proved. 

 

6.2. Efficiency Analysis 

Since computation time and ciphertext size are two important factors affecting the 

efficiency, we present the comparison with respect to them. Table 1 shows the 

comparison. We denote by M a scalar multiplication in 1G , by E an exponentiation in 2G , 

by e the pairing computation. 

    From Table 1, it is clear that the full length of our message signature pair is the same as 

the original one, and less than other schemes considered, i.e., it is providing the benefit of 

being a message recovery signature scheme. In delegation phase, Xu et al. [31] is the 

most efficient one and the other schemes are almost the same. In delegation verification 

phase, Gu and Zhu [32] is the most efficient one because it only needs one pairing 

computation, and Xu et al. is the most inefficient one because it needs three pairing 

computations. In proxy key generation phase all schemes are the same. In proxy signing 

phase, our improved scheme and Zhang and Kim [33] need one more operation than the 

other three schemes. In signature verification phase, Gu and Zhu [32] is the most efficient 
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one because it only needs one pairing computation, and Xu et al. [31] is the most 

inefficient one because it needs five pairing computations.  

The improved scheme adds one scalar multiplication in Proxy Signing phase and one 

exponentiation in Signature Verification phase, comparing with the original one. To sum 

up, our improved scheme is of high efficiency. 

Table 1. Comparison with Other Proxy Signatures 

Scheme Total length Delegate DelVerify PKGen PSign SignVerify 

[33] 
21 111|||| GGZmm qw   EM 12   Ee 12   M1  EM 12   Ee 22   

[32] 
21 21|||| GGmm w   EM 21   EMe 221   M1  EM 11   EMe 221   

[31] 
13|||| Gmm w   M2  e3  M1  M2  Ee 15   

[8] 
21 111|| GGZm qw   EM 12   Ee 12   M1  EM 11   Ee 12   

Ours 
21 111|| GGZm qw   EM 12   Ee 12   M1  EM 12   Ee 22   

     

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we show that Singh and Verma’s ID-based proxy signature scheme with 

message recovery is insecure against the forgery attack. An adversary can forge a valid 

proxy signature for any message with knowing a previous valid proxy signature, and there 

is a security flaw in their proof. Our improved scheme can remedy the weakness of their 

scheme. Our improved scheme is a generic digital signature scheme, so forking lemma is 

suitable for it, and the improved scheme can be proved using the same method of Gu and 

Zhu [27], and Singh and Verma [8]. Efficiency analysis shows our improved scheme has 

high efficiency. The future work is to design proxy signature schemes with message 

recovery feature that are proven secure in the standard model. 
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